A novel Zeeman laser-scanning confocal microscope (ZLSCM) is proposed. It has the same configuration as the conventional laser-scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) in which a Zeeman laser in conjunction with a Glan -Thompson analyzer is used. In our system, the analyzer with the bandpass filter, which act simultaneously as a polarization gate and a coherence gate, enhance the collection efficiency of the weak-scattering photons and simultaneously suppress the multiple-scattering photons. The improvement in depth resolution of a ZLSCM in a scattering medium compared with that of a conventional LSCM is discussed and demonstrated experimentally.
The laser-scanning confocal microscope (LSCM) has been widely used in various applications such as material science, biology, and biomedical imaging. 1 The basic principle of the confocal image mode is the common focus conf iguration of an objective and a collector lens, in which a pinhole is set at the objective's back focal plane. In confocal imaging microscopy, the scanned laser beam is focused onto an object. Then the object is imaged onto a pinhole. Therefore an optical tomographic image can be seen because the pinhole aperture filters the defocused images.
Although the LSCM successfully demonstrates tomographic imaging capability in weak-scattering media, it seriously degrades the depth resolution while imaging the object embedded in the dense-scattering medium. 2 This problem needs to be solved, especially when the confocal microscope is used in the imaging of biological tissues. There are several techniques 3 -5 for reducing the scattering effect and improving the depth resolution of the tomographic images. Time, 3 polarization, 4 and the coherence gate 5 have been studied extensively. An apparent improvement in the depth resolution of a LSCM in a highly scattering medium stems from a design in which a low-coherence laser source is combined with the optical heterodyne technique. 5 A LSCM along with heterodyne interference is able to collect ballistic photons from multiple-scattering photons, which enhances depth resolution. 5 However, only a few ballistic photons are detected because of the limited propagation length in the scattering medium. Therefore a scattering medium with a shorter scattering length is treated with a LSCM. To image the object tomographically in a highly scattering medium, we introduced a Zeeman laser in conjunction with a Glan-Thompson analyzer into the LSCM, as shown in Fig. 1 . A Zeeman laser that includes two orthogonal linearly polarized waves, P and S, with different frequencies, as a photon pair, propagates in the scattering medium. The ref lected weak-scattering photons and the multiple-scattering photons pass through a Glan -Thompson analyzer that is located between two 203 objectives. The analyzer then generates an optical heterodyne signal if the spatial coherence of the scattered P and S waves are preserved in the medium. The scattering effect can be greatly reduced when the scattered P and S waves are heterodyned with each other. 6, 7 This is so because reduced scattering coefficient m s 0 relates to the refractive index of the medium 8 and the scattering properties of both the P and the S waves are similar in the scattering medium. Therefore the scattering coefficients of P and S waves cancel each other out when the analyzer optically heterodynes them. If the temporal frequencies of the P and S waves of the Zeeman laser are v p and v s , respectively, and the central frequency of the bandpass filter is set at Dv v p 2 v s , the ref lected and f iltered heterodyne signal can be expressed as
where u s is the azimuth angle of the analyzer (see Fig. 2 ), I p and I s are the intensities of the scattered There are two identical objectives in a Zeeman LSCM (ZLSCM): One focuses the laser beam onto the image object; the other focuses the ref lected photons onto the focal plane, where a pinhole is set at the back focus of the second objective. A bandpass filter is able to f ilter the heterodyne signal, which contains weak-scattering photons, and to suppress multiple-scattering photons at the same time. Figure 3 shows the transmitted intensity attenuation of the heterodyne signal in several volume concentrations of the scattering medium in a 10-mm-thick quartz cuvette. 6 The scattering medium comprises 1.072-mm polystyrene microsphere suspensions diluted in doubly distilled water. The scattering anisotropy g factor is 0.923. There is a plateau of output attenuation in low concentrations, which indicates that most of the scattering photons of the P and S waves are weak-scattering photons. All these photons are detected and contribute to the heterodyne signal. The depolarization and spatial decorrelation of the scattered P and S waves are not generated in low concentrations. Relative to higher concentrations, more multiply depolarized and spatially decorrelated scattering photons are induced 9 ; therefore, only a small portion of the scattering photons contributes to the heterodyne signal. The ZLSCM therefore functions as a LSCM and as a polarized coherencedetection imager 5 -7 at the same time. In general, a polarized coherence-detection imager is conf igured to image the object in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, where the reference beam does not interact with the scattering medium. 7 Then the optical heterodyne signal comprises only a small part of the weak-scattering photons because it is highly sensitive to the alignment of the reference and the signal beams. In contrast to the ZLSCM, two orthogonally polarized waves propagating in the scattering medium enhance the efficiency of separating snake photons from the multiple-scattering photons because the P and S waves propagate simultaneously in the medium. 6, 8 Although multiple-scattering photons can penetrate a pinhole because of their wide propagation angles, the depolarization and decorrelation reject multiple-scattering photons from the heterodyne signal in a ZLSCM. In fact, in a conventional LSCM, wide-angle scattering photons from the defocus plane generate the background signal that degrades the depth resolution. 2 If a polarized light source is chosen in a LSCM, the polarization gating will not significantly improve the depth resolution because depolarized photons are partially rejected by the pinhole. 10 As far as the signal amplitude is concerned, only a polarization component along the polarization direction of the analyzer generates a signal that is p 2 times less than that of the ZLSCM if p͞4 of the azimuth angle of the analyzer is adjusted. The degradation of the depth resolution of the polarizing LSCM in turbid media occurs because a weak on-focus signal sits upon a considerably stronger background noise that comes from multiple scattering photons. In contrast, a Glan-Thompson analyzer in conjunction with a bandpass f ilter in this setup acts as a coherence gate and a polarization gate at the same time. The partially polarized and the spatial correlated forward-scattering photons are selected in this arrangement to reduce background noise. 11 Then the signal-to-noise ratio of the on-focus signal in the ZLSCM is better than that in the LSCM. The higher the scatter concentration is, the more scattering photons contribute to the background signal in a LSCM. Therefore a ZLSCM reduces background noise better than the LSCM does. In a ZLSCM, all weak-scattering photons ref lected by the focused plane of the image object are focused onto the pinhole and are allowed to pass the pinhole and are heterodyned. Meanwhile, a portion of the weak-scattering photons that is ref lected from the near focus of the object is also allowed to penetrate the pinhole and to contribute the heterodyne signal. These defocused weak-scattering photons result in degradation of the depth resolution in the ZLSCM. A Zeeman laser (Hewlett-Packard 5517A) was used in the experiment. The output power of the Zeeman laser was 1 mW, and the laser's wavelength was 632.8 nm. A pair of identical 203 objectives (N.A., 0.4) focused the laser beam onto the image object and reimaged the object onto the 10-mm pinhole in the ZLSCM (Fig. 1) . A photomultiplier tube and a bandpass f ilter were used to detect the heterodyne signal, in which a beat frequency of Dv 2.3 MHz was measured. The f iltered heterodyne signal was then amplif ied by a linear amplifier and read by a spectrum analyzer (Advantest R3361A). A plane Fig. 2 . P -and S-polarized waves transmitting through the analyzer. Fig. 3 . The transmitted heterodyne signal was attenuated in a scattering medium that comprised a suspension of 1.072-mm polystyrene microspheres in water at various volume concentrations in a 10-mm-thick quartz cuvette with a Zeeman laser. mirror was embedded in a turbid medium and was fixed at a distance ͑l 1000 mm͒ from the edge of the quartz cuvette. The scattering medium was a suspension of 1.072-mm polystyrene microspheres in doubly distilled water at a 2.5% volume concentration. The scattering anisotropy g factor of the medium was 0.923. The reduced scattering coefficient of the medium was m s 0 7.5 mm 21 , according to Mie theory. 12 The cuvette was moved through the focus along the optical axis by a piezoelectric micropositioner (Physik Instrumente M-125). Figure 4 shows the depth profile of the ZLSCM. The FWHM of the depth prof ile was Dz Х 30 mm at the focal plane. The reduced optical scattering length, t 0 2m s 0 l, was 15, in contrast to Dz Х 200 mm, which is that of a LSCM in a medium with a smaller scattering coeff icient. Figure 5 shows the tomographic image of the letter Y made from a 90-mm-thick piece of black paper. In the experiment the letter Y was attached to a small plane mirror. Initially the plane mirror was adjusted such that the laser beam was focused on the top mirror's surface. The mirror was scanned horizontally. It was tilted during the scanning until the ref lected intensity of the laser beam was of the same magnitude as for the horizontal scanning to ensure that the laser beam was focused onto the mirror's surface. However, the focus adjustment in vertical direction was not aligned properly in this experiment, which resulted in there being more brightness on the top area of the mirror image in Fig. 5 than on the lower one. The weak brightness of the mirror image in the lower part of the figure indicates a defocus of the mirror within 30 mm of the depth prof ile, as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 , the letter Y is out of the range of the depth profile, so the dark image of the Y is not caused by the absorption of the black paper. In the experiment, when we moved the mirror 650 mm from the on-focus position a completely dark image was observed in which both the mirror surface and the letter Y were simultaneously out of the range of the depth prof ile of the ZLSCM. In the higher scatter concentrations, the heterodyning filtering of a ZLSCM better reduces the multiple-scattering photons and collects more snake photons than does a conventional polarizing LSCM. Also, the ZLSCM shows the same geometry as the conventional LSCM. The advantages of a ZLSCM are that it has a smaller scattering effect, a greater ability to separate weak-scattering photons from multiple-scattering photons, better depth resolution, and a common-path configuration.
